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Abstract 

Nowadays similarity detection is one of the most applicable aspects of text mining techniques. There are 
different methods for similarity detection. This paper presents a new system for text similarity detection in 
Islamic Large Hadith Corpus of Computer Research Center of Islamic Science (CRCIS). This system uses N-
gram method and Cosine measure for similarity detection. According to evaluation result, computer-based 
similarity detection systems can be more efficient than the previous related work in text similarity detection. We 
have obtained a 97% F-Score of similarity detection for Hadith texts. We hope that our system enables 
researches to find the unified Hadiths and to detect that how one large Hadith is divided into several small 
pieces of Hadith in different traditional Hadith books. This system would be very fruitful for many researches in 
the area of Hadith and the Holy Qur’an investigations. 
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1. Introduction 

Text similarity detection techniques followed many 
applications, including: plagiarism detection 
systems, content classifying and query-based 
information retrieval. Religious texts have been 
processed as one of the textual data groups by 
various text mining processes. Processing religious 
texts in Islam is more important than other religions 
since on the one hand the universality of Islam has 
caused the narration of a remarkable number of 
Hadiths1 about all aspects of human life; on the 
other hand, Islam -as the last heavenly religion2 
was born nearly to the contemporary period of 
other religions. So, there are more and better 
techniques and tools for writing and keeping 
Hadiths. 

The background of similarity detection in Islamic 
texts dates back to 1,000 years ago when the 
Muslim scholars began to check the authenticity of 
Hadiths and to classify  them topically. To do so, 
they applied the Hadiths similarity detection 
manually and produced linkage between similar 

                                                      
1.  That is the words, an accounts of the acts of 
Prophet Mohammad (P. B. U. H)  

2. Year 622 A.D 

Hadiths. 

Some of the most important functions of the 
Hadiths similarity detection are: to find the earliest 
reference of a Hadith; to find the genuine version 
of a Hadith; to compare the chains of Hadiths 
narrators with one another in order to remove 
available ambiguities; to retrieve the books missing 
during the history by collecting all of its citations in 
other references. 

A number of activities have been done so far in the 
field of Hadiths Similarity detection. Fouzi Harrag 
et al. (Harrag & Hamdi-Cherif, 2007) for instance, 
worked on a system  that classifies the Hadiths 
narrated from Prophet Mohammad (P. B. U. H) on 
the basis of the user’s query. Khitam Jbara (Jbara, 
2010) and Mohammed Naji Al-Kabi (Al-Kabi & 
Sinjilawi, 2007) worked on Hadith classification. 
Mohammed Q. Shatnawi (Shatnawi, Abuein, & 
Darwish, 2011) proposed a system that extracts 
Hadith texts from web pages and evaluates their 
authenticity. 

2. Proposed System 

2.1. Preprocessing Phase 

Preprocessing is very important in the proposed 
system. Using linguistics and artificial intelligence 
techniques to prepare Hadith texts in this phase has 
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direct effect on the quality of the system results, the  
increase of the speed of the system and its precision 
(Ceska & Fox, 2009).  

Each Hadith consist of two parts. The first part is 
the chain of Hadith narrators and the second part is 
the Hadith text. In this phase we removed the first 
part. All preprocessing tasks were applied on the 
Hadith text. 

The following is the main preprocessing tasks of 
our system: 

2.1.1. Normalization and Tokenization 

The first step in preprocessing phase is 
normalization of the Hadith texts. In this step 
characters with more than one written form  are 
changed to a unique form. For example, characters 
 Also numbers and .'ا' are replaced with 'إ' and 'أ'
punctuation marks are removed to improve the 
results (Xu, Fraser, & Weischedel, 2002). 

After normalization of spaces in the Hadith texts, 
the full space character are used for tokenization. 

  

2.1.2. Removing Stop Words 

Stop words are words with no effective meaning, 
(like some of particles, relative nouns, etc.). 
Removing stop words reduces the total words is a 
text,  the words vector size, speed up the system 
and improves the quality and precision of the 
system results. 

2.2. Analysis and Similarity Detection Phase 

In this phase the prepared Hadith texts are divided 
into a sequence of n-grams (Laila, 2006). We 
examine n-grams with the length of one, two, and 
three characters. Experiment result shows that the 
best output is obtained when n-grams with length 
of three characters are used (Barron-Cedeno & 
Rosso, 2009). 

To increase precision of system output and to 
weight the n-gram sequences we use the following 
TF and IDF formulas (SALTON & BUCKLEY, 
1988): 

 

 

Then each Hadith is compared with all other 
Hadiths in the corpus and then the similarity is 
calculated. We tested different similarity measures 
like: Cosine, Dice and Jaccard and found that the 
Cosine measure provides better results (Al-Kabi & 
Sinjilawi, 2007). We followed the Cosine formula 
below: 

 

 

 

Figure 1: The system output example

Implemented system is accessible for everybody on the web3. As an example we show the system 

                                                      
3 http://labs.noornet.net/SimilarHadith.aspx 
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output for following Hadith: 

ْسالَمِ   الَ أُْخبُِرُكمْ أَ "(ص):  قال النبی فَْرِعِه َو أَْصلِِه َو ِذْرَوتِِه َو   بِاْإلِ
ا فَْرُعهُ  ُ َو أَمَّ الَة ا أَْصلُهُ فَالصَّ َسنَاِمِه قُْلُت بَلَى ُجِعْلُت فَِداَك قَاَل أَمَّ

ا ِذْرَوتُهُ َو َسنَامُ  َكاةُ َو أَمَّ  "هُ فَاْلِجهَادُ فَالزَّ

The system output for this Hadith shows 14 
Hadiths with different similarity percentage (Figure 
1). As  shown in this figure, the words that do not 
exist in the similar Hadith found are specified in a 
different color. 

2.3. Introducing the Applied Hadith Corpus 

The Hadith Corpus used in this system contains  in 
fact, an enormous set of rich Islamic Hadith books  
compiled since early Islamic centuries  and have 
been digitalized by Computer Research Center of 
Islamic Science4 (CRCIS) during 15 years. All this 
books have been gathered together in Jami`al-
Ahadith application.5 Some specifications of this 
corpus are showed in table 1.  

308 Total Number of Books 

630 Total Number of Volumes 

401,683 Total Number of Hadiths 

200,092 Number of Hadiths under 200 
characters length 

27,335,437 Total Number of Words 

609,752 Number of Distinct Words 

234160 Total Number of Distinct 
Words After Preprocessing 

14005398 Total Number of Distinct 
trigrams 

Table 1: The used corpus specification 

 

3. Evaluation  

To evaluate our system we used the Precision, 
Recall (Baeza-Yates & Ribeiro-Neto, 1999) and 
follow the F-Measure formulas. 

 
                                                      

4 
http://noorsoft.org/index.php?newlang=english 

5 
http://noorsoft.org/modules.php?name=Contente
n&pa=showpageen&pid=104 

 

 

We selected 200 Hadiths randomly and inputted 
them to the system and gave them to  a Hadith 
expert who has about 20 years of experience in 
Hadith evaluation. The precision of our system was 
98%. 

To calculate the recall of our system, we used 
Wasa’il al-Shi‘ah which is a rich Hadith book 
containing more than 35,000 hadiths on Islamic 
rulings compiled by Sheikh Horr Ameli (d. 
1104/1692) . The author  has manually collected 
more than 35,000 hadiths from different references. 
Then he classified them in different groups each 
containing similar hadiths. This book is in 30 
volumes the first of which contains 3,000 Hadiths. 
We selected the first 100 Hadiths of this volume. 
The selected Hadiths and their similar ones formed 
a set of 400 Hadiths. Then we inputted these 100 
Hadiths to our system and compared the output 
with the similar Hadiths in that book. The recall of 
our system was 96%. 

The final F-Measure was 96.98%. Our system 
proposed some similar Hadiths not mentioned in 
that book. In this case the Hadith expert  is to 
evaluate all of outputs with similarity percentage of 
70% and above. 

 

4. Conclusion  

In this paper, a new system for similarity detection 
in Islamic Hadith texts has been introduced. This 
system used some important preprocessing tasks, 
dividing texts into n-grams and using Cosine 
similarity measure. The precision of system was 
98%, the recall was 96% and the F-Measure was 
96.98%.  

In future, we hope to test the following techniques 
to improve similarity detection process in Islamic 
Hadith texts:  

Keyword extraction techniques, POS taggers, 
Removing words affices, lemmatization (Menai, 
2011), name entity recognition (Zhang & Tsai, 
2009), wordnet (Chien-Ying, Yeh, & Ke, 2010) and 
ontologies. 
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